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Abstract 
The goals of this research are to predicting the influence of prior audit opinions, audit quality, financial condition, 
sales growth, and debt default that exercise by the company with the chance of receiving going concern audit 
opinion. This research use Manufacture Company that listed in  Indonesian Stock Exchange between 2007 to 
2009 as the sample. Population of this research is 161 companies. Research sample amounts to 46 companies 
selected with purpose sampling method, with observation period of 3 years. The method that been used to 
analyses the correlation between variable are logistic regression method.From the Result, can be concluded that 
prior audit opinions, financial condition and debt default significantly to the receiving of going concern audit 
opinion. Whereas the audit quality and sales growth not significantly to the receiving of going concern audit 
opinion.  
Keywords : Prior opinions, audit quality, financial conditional, sales growth, debt default, and going-concern 
 
1. Introduction 
Economic crisiss which has happened in Indonesia since 1998 has given a huge bad financial crisiss. As the 
effect of it, many companies went bancrupt,many banks collapsed and many employees got unemployed. Based 
on BPS (Badan Pusat Statistik) some sectors had positively growth, there are : agriculture, gas sector, electricity, 
water supply sectors,vehicles and communication sectors. Meanwhile manufacturing sectors got the worst effect 
of this crisiss (BPS noted almost 13% from this sectors collapsed). Firms continuity always connected to their 
management’s ability in term of running  it for the long period of time. Therefore, when company went wront the 
first people to be blame is manager or management  system. Auditor can also be blamed on because with his or 
her opinion which summarize in  his or her audit report has been asked to give a responsibility to give his or her 
opinion about the continuity of one company. Auditor’s responsibility is dealing the the opinion given, otherwise 
the content of financial report is management responsibility. 
Audit opinion going concern (GCAO) is an estimation in company’s financial report so that when one 
company is get the contrass condition with its continuity, the company can be estimated to have a problem. 
Audit report which modify with going concern is an indication that in auditor opinion there is a risk that the 
company cannot survive in their bisnis. Opinion  going concern that has raised unexpectedly by the company 
influenced to reducing of share value, difficulty on increasing capital charges, investor’s untrusthty, creditor, 
customer, and empolyee to company management. The losing of public trust to the company’s performance and 
management will give a significant effect to its continuity in the future. 
The factual event show that many go publiccompany get going concern opinon, mostli in manufacture . 
moreover, many auditors fail to give going concern opinion  to the company, namely a condition where the 
unhealthy company get unqualified. Mistakes  made in making the opinion will give a significant effect for the 
financial report’s users. Can be assured that the user of it will make the same mistakes. Therefore, in this case 
auditor should be aware of potential items which can disturb the company’s continuity. When economic 
condition become unpredictable, investors hope auditors give a beginning warning about the company financial 
failure(Chen dan Church 1996). This is the reason why auditors are responsible to evaluate whether a big 
untrusth with company’s continuity in a certain period namely notmore than a year after audit report published 
(SPAP, 2001). Mutchler (1984) has been doing an interview with a practical auditor, state that a company which 
receive audit opinion going concern at the previous year incline to get the same opinion in the following year. 
Mutchler (1985) tested the affect of  public information availability to audit opinion going concern prediction, 
namely  audit opinion type that has been accepted by the company. The result show that analysis  discriminant 
model which enter audit opinion type the previous year has the highest whole predict accuracy that is 89,9 % 
compared to the others.   
DeAngelo (1981) state that Big Four auditors  have more  insentive to avoid from the reputation 
destruction critics compared with Non Big Four auditors, including detect and report the going concern  of the 
klien. Mutchler et. al (1997) dan Ryu dan Roh (2007) found a univariate evidance that Big 5 or 6 auditors more 
often incline to give going concern audit opinion to a company that get financial problem than auditor non-Big 5 
atau 6 auditors.The hesistation of company continuity indicates of  bancrupt indikasi. Altman dan McGough 
(1974) found that prediction of collapsed level prediction using a prediction model has an accuracy 82% and 
suggests the collapsed prediction model as auditor equipment to decide company’s ability to survive. Altman 
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(1968) did a research using multivariate approches to predict collapsed probability a company based on the 
influence of company’s financial ratio coherent whole. The research called as Altman Z Score .  
Company selling growth shows company growth strenght in its operation. Selling growth indicates 
company’s ability to survive. A company which has positive selling growth has inclination to survive (going 
concern). Chen dan Church (1992) found the adding of status variable debt default  can increase R
2
 sample from 
35% to 93%, this is indicated that  debt default variable is the most important variable.Default condition is seen 
from the difficulty to fill the liabilities, such as the filled of debt agreement or not doing a payment.
  
Problem to discuss in this thesis is “ Is audit opinion at the previous year, audit quality, company 
financial condition, company’s growth and debt default affected to audit opinion going concern?” 
 
Going Concern Audit Opinion 
Going concern is base assume in making financial report, a company can be assumed not intended or wish to 
melikuidasi or materially decrease usahanya scale (SAK, 2007). The judgement about company financial health 
is not the only one goal from audit proses that did by auditor. But, auditors have responsibility to evaluate going 
concern. This has been arranged in Statement on Auditing Standards No. 59 (AICPA, 1988) declares that 
auditors should decide whether they sure that their client can survive or not in the future. Beside arranged in 
Public Accountant Professional Standart (PAPS), Auditing Interpretation Statement Standart (AISS) No. 30 of 
Independent Auditor’s Report about The Getting Worst of Indonesia Economy Crisiss to Company’s Continuity. 
AISS considers auditors need to consider three things, namely (1) Auditor’s obligation to give advise to the 
clients in uttering economy effect (if necessary) to company’s ability to mantain its continuity. (2) Utterance of 
next event that probably appear as the effect of that economic condition, and (3) Modify audit standart form 
report if that economy worsting condition impact to company’s ability in holding out its continuity . Some 
factors that cause uncertainty of continuity (Arens, 1997), namely: (1) Continually getting big loss or 
unsufficient capital, (2) Company inability to pay its liabilities at due date in short period of time, (3) The losing 
of main customers, disaster than hasnot insuranced, and (4) Lawsuit, law reinforcement or the similar problem 
happened that can endanger company’s ability to run the bisnis. 
 
Relation Between Audit Opinion at The Previous Year and Audit Opinion Going Concern 
The previous researches such as research by Rahmadhany (2004), Setyarno et. al (2006), Praptitorini dan Indira 
(2007), Santosa dan Linda (2007), Indira (2008), Tamba (2009), Siahaan (2010) dan Juandini (2011) stronger an 
evidence that there is a positif relation between the previous year opinion and giving audit opinion going concern 
year of work. If at the previous year a company has accepted audit opinion going concern, so company’s 
possibility will be bigger to accept the same opinion at the next year of work. 
Based on that condition, it can be assumed into a hypothesis namely : 
H1 = Audit opinion at the previous year significantly influence to probability of audit opinion going concern 
acceptence. 
 
Relation Between Audit Quality and Audit Opinion Going Concern 
At the previous researches have been done a test a relationship between auditor and giving going concern 
opinion. Mutchler et. al (1985) dan Ryu dan Roh (2007) that found univariate evidance that auditor in a big scale 
(Big 5 atau 6) incline to give audit opinion going concern to a company that has financial problem compared 
with auditor in a small scale (non-Big 5 atau 6). Meanwhile at Ramadhany research (2004), Fanny dan Saputra 
(2005), Setyarno et. al (2006), Praptitorini dan Januarti (2007), Santosa dan Linda (2007) and Tamba (2009) in 
which auditor scale variable (Big Four dan Non Big Four) is not significantly affect to possibility publishing 
audit opinion going concern by auditor. 
Based on that, can be made a prediction in hyphotesis namely : 
H2  =  Audit quality significantly affect to possibility of giving audit opinion going concern 
 
Relation Between Company’s Financial Condition and Audit Opinion Going Concern 
Company’s financial condition is proxied with collapsed prediction analysis Altman Z Score. Discriminant 
analysis to predict collapsed is the first warn for the company of its continuity. Collapsed or bancrupt commonly 
related to financial distress. Discriminant analysis Z Score not only used to predict bancrupt, but also used as 
standart from a whole  company financial performace . Formulae that used is Altman Revision Model : 
Z = 0,717Z1 + 0,874Z2 + 3,107Z3 + 0,420Z4 + 0,998Z5 
Z1 = Working capital/total asset 
Z2 = Retained earnings/total asset 
Z3 = Earnings before interest and taxes/total asset 
Z4 = Book value of equity/book value of debt 
Z5 = Sales/total asset 
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Mostly previous research used financial ratio to identify company going concern problem (Chen dan 
Church, 1992; dan Mutchler, 1985). Altman and Mc Gough (1974), Mutchler (1985),  Menon and  Scwarchtz   
(1986)  investigate the important of financial variable in explaining modification of going concern opinion. 
Altman dan McGough (1974) in Solikah (2007), conclude that collapsed prediction analysis using financial 
ratios is more acurate than auditor opinion in clasifying collapsed company and not collapsed. 
McKeown and friends (1991) found an evidance that auditor hardly ever give going concern opinion to 
company that not having financial distress. This aspect shows company bancrupt or collapsed (Chen and Church, 
1996) and will cause company is difficult to earn capital. It has also been said by Indonesian researcher like : 
Ramadhany (2004), Indira (2007), Sentosa dan Linda (2007), Siahaan (2010) and Ningtias (2011) that company 
which has financial distress significantly influence to probability of accepting audit opinion going concern.  
Based on the condition, we can make a prediction in hyphotesis, namely: 
H3   = Company financial condition significantly influence to a gift of audit opinion  going concern. 
 
Relation Between Company’ Growth and Audit Opinion Going Concern 
In this research, company’s growth proxied with selling growth ratio, it is a ration that measure how good is a 
company to maintain its economic position. Selling is a main activity from manufacture company means mostly 
of the profit that earned by company in a certain time influenced by selling that happend in that time. So, The 
increasing of sellingfrom year to year will giveabigger opportunity to increase the profit. Company with 
positively selling growth ratio will be able to maintain its continuity. The higher selling growth ratio that has 
been had by company the smaller the company will get audit opinion going concern from auditor. The statement 
above is also sturdied by Fanny and Saputra (2005), Setyarno et. al (2006), Santosa dan Linda (2007), Siahaan 
(2010) and Juandini (2011) that found an evidance that company’s growth isnot significantly influence to audit 
opinion going concern. 
Based on that case, we can make a prediction in hyphotesis namely: 
H4  = Company’s growth is significantly influence to give audit opinion going concern. 
 
Relation Between Debt Default and Audit Opinion Going Concern 
Going concern indicators that mostly used by auditor in giving audit opinion is a failure in filling its default 
(Ramadhany, 2004). One of contast features with assumtion of going concern is company’s inability in filling 
the ability at the due date. In SAS 59 explains that default debt and debt restruction as potential indicator in the 
relationship with a given of going concern opinion. Chen and Church (1992), also Ramadhany (2004), 
Praptitorini and Januarti (2007), Indira (2007), Tamba (2009), Diyanti (2010) and Siahaan (2010) shown that 
debt default status positively influence to audit opinion going concern acceptance. Based on that case, can be 
made as a hyphotesis namely: 
H5  = Debt default significantly influence to audit opinion going concern acceptance. 
 
2. Data Analysis Tecnique 
Population 
This reseacrh objct is a whole go publik company listed in Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX) in manufacture line 
in 2007-2009. Then to make it easier, it has been selected using purposive sampling method. This purposive 
sampling method diharapkan can represent the population and not cause prejudice for research goal. This 
research sample is taken using this criteria namely : (1) Whole manufactur company listed in IDX in 2007 until 
2009. (2) That companies arenot delisting from IDX in period 2007-2009. (3) Publish financial statement that 
has been audit by independent audito per 31 Desember from 2007 to 2009. (4) Having negative earning after 
taxes at least one financial statement report period in reseaarch period. 
The data that was collected in the research and processed, then Analyzed use tool statystic namely: 
 
Hyphotesis Test 
Hyphotesis test is done using (logistic regression), because the independent variable is dicotomy variable or 
binner variable which has two category. In which the category 1 is audit opinion going concern (GC) and 0 
category is audit opinion non going concern (NGC). This analysis tecnique doesn’t need normality test clasic 
assumtion test to dependent variables (Ghozali, 2006). Regression logistic model that used  to test hyphotesis 
namely : 
OPINION = α + β1 OP + β2 AQ + β3 ZSCORE + β4 SGR + β5 DEBT + ε 
OPINION = Opinion Going Concern (1 jika opinion  GC, dan 0 opinion NGC) 
α  = constant 
β1-β5  = Coefficient Regression 
OP  = the previous year audit opinion 
AQ  = Quality audits   
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ZSCORE = financial condition 
SGR  = Growth companibbes  
DEBT = Debt default 
ε  = residual error 
Logistic regression model analysis concern on those things below :  
1. Judging Regression Model Properity 
Regression model properity is judged using Hosmer and Lemeshow’s Goodness of Fit Test. If 
statistic value of  Hosmer and Lemeshow’s Goodness of Fit higher than 0,05 so that zero hyphotesis cannot 
be rejected and means model is able topredict observation value or can be said that model can be accepted 
because same as the observation data (Ghozali, 2006). 
Tabel 1. Hosmer and Lemeshow Test 
Step Chi-square Df Sig. 
1 4.371 8 0.822 
The table above shown Hosmer and Lemeshow test result. With significant probability shown 0.822, 
significant value that got higher than 0.05. So can be conclude that regression model is able to predict 
observation value and desearve to be usedon next research,because there is no real difference between the 
clasification that predicted and clasification that observed. 
2. Overall Model Fit 
To judge overall Model Fit shown by Log Likelihood value (nilai -2LL), namely by comparing 
between -2LL value at the beginning (Block Number = 0), where the model just entering constanta with -
2LL value. When, Block Number = 1,where model entering constanta and independent variable. If -2LL 
Block Number = 0 > nilai -2LL Block Number = 1, so showing a good regression model (Ghozali, 2006). 
Log likelihood in logistic regression similar to the meaning of “Sum of Square Error” in regression model, 
the decrease of Log Likelihood shows that regression model is getting better.  
 
Tabel 2. Comparation of -2LL Value at beggining and Nilai -2LL at last 
-2LL Nilai 
1. Beginning (Blok 0) 
2. Last (Blok 1) 
190.264 
59.671 
Table 2 shows between  beginning -2LL value and -2LL last. Value in beginning -2LL (Block 
Number = 0) is 190,264. Meanwhile in last -2LL (Block Number = 1), after entering five new independent 
variabels -2LL value get decrease to be 59,671. This likelihood decreasing shows a better regression model 
on the other hand model that hyphotized fit with data. Means the adding of five new independent variables 
into researchmodel will revice this research fit model. 
3. Parameter Estimation and Intepretation (Regression Coeficient) 
Parameter estimation seen from regression coeficient. Regression coeficient done to test how far all 
independent variables that entered into model have affects to dependent variables. Hypothesis tes done by 
comparing between probability value (sig) with signification level (α) (Ghozali, 2006). 
 
Tabel 3. Hasil Uji Koefisien Regresi Logistik 
  B S.E. Wald Df Sig. Exp(B) 
Step 1
a
 OP 3.362 .709 22.486 1 .000 28.853 
AQ .824 .735 1.254 1 .263 2.279 
ZSCOR
E 
-1.289 .411 9.836 1 .002 .276 
SGR -.002 .016 .016 1 .901 .998 
DEBT 1.618 .706 5.260 1 .022 5.045 
Constant -2.278 .745 9.364 1 .002 .102 
From data tabulation result using SPSS 16.0 in table 8, we can get logistic regression model as below :  
OPINI  =  -2,278 + 3,362 OP + 0,824 AQ – 1,289 ZSCORE - 0,002 SGR + 1,618 DEBT 
Constanta is -2,278 declare that when a value of audit opinion at the previous year, audit quality, 
financial condition, company’s growth and zero debt default, so logit value audit opinion going concern is -2,278. 
 
Discussion 
Based on analysis data result that goe, so can be discussed about independent variable that probably influence 
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audit opinion going concern acceptance in manufacture company, namely:Test of audit opinion variable at 
previous year (OP) at table  3 show regression coeficient is 3,362 and probability (Sig) 0,000. Because the 
signification level of independent variable is less than 0,05 so H0 rejected and Ha1 accepted. Therefore can be 
conclude that audit opinion at the previous year is significantly influence to audit opinion going concern 
acceptance.  
This is because auditor in giving opinion needs consideration, one of it is audit opinion at the previous 
year. Auditor will compare the data at year of work with data at the previous year. Because company financial 
condition is not showing increasing or decreasing from the previous year, so auditor publish audit opinion going 
concern once more.This empirical result shows that auditor is very aware of going concern opinion that accepted 
at the previous year. This is appropriate with Muthcler’s opinion (1985) that company who get going concern 
opinion at the previous year is in line to get the same opinion at the year of work.This research is consistent with 
Rahmadhany research (2004), Setyarno et. al (2006), Praptitorini and Indira (2007), Santosa and Linda (2007), 
Indira (2008), Tamba (2009), Siahaan (2010) and Juandini (2011) found an evidence that audit opinion going 
concern that has been accepted at the previous year  influence auditor decision to publish audit opini going 
concern once more. 
Variable audit quality that proxied with Public Accountant Office size (AQ) in tablel 3 shows 
regression coeficient is 0,824 with probability level (sig) is 0,263. This indenpendent varible has significant lever 
higher than 0,05 so H0 accepted and Ha2 rejected. Therefore can be conclude that audit quality isnot significantly 
influence to probability of audit opinion going concern acceptance. This is because when KAP has a good 
reputation so this KAP will try to maintain that reputation and avoid from things that can make the reputation 
getting worse, therefore they will always be objective to the employees. If the company has a doubth of its 
continuity so the opinion that will be get is audit opinion going concern, without considering whether the auditor 
is from big  KAP or small KAP. 
This reseacrh result doesnot support DeAngelo statement (1981) in Kusharyanti (2003) state that 
auditor in a big scale has more massively insentive to avoid  reputation worsing critic rather than auditor in a 
small scale, including to detect and report going concern problem to the clients. Empirical Penemuan in this 
research does also not support the research that has been done by Mutchler and friends (1997) in Setyarno and 
friends (2006) and Ryu and Roh (2007) that find univariate evidance that auditor in a big scale (Big 5 atau 6) 
incline to  publish audit opinion going concern to company which has financial distress compare with auditor in 
a small scale (non-Big 5 atau 6). But this research result is consisten with the research which has been done by 
Fanny and Saputra (2005) that found an evidance that KAP reputation is less considered by auditor in giving 
audit opinion going concern. Besides, this resarch is similar to Ramadhany reseach (2004), Setyarno and friends 
(2006), Praptitorini and Januarti (2007), Santosa and Linda (2007) and Tamba (2009) in which variable auditor 
scale (Big Four and Non Big Four) doesnot significantly influece to probability of publishing audit opinion 
going concern. 
Variable company’s  financial condition which is proxied with Altman Z Score (ZSCORE) prediction 
in table 3 shows regression coeficient is -1,289 with probability level (sig) is 0,002. Because significant level 
that is had by independent variable is lower than 0,05, so H0 rejected and Ha3 accepted. Therefore, can be 
conclude that company’s financial condition influence to a gift of audit opinion going concern.This is caused by 
auditor who is very attentive to company’s financial condition in givig going concern opinion. Company that has 
no serious financial distress, doesn’t have liquidity problem, has sufficient capital, and doesn’t have negative 
equity, so that company willnot accept going concern opinion. Meanwhile company with financial distress, 
likuidity distress, kekurangan modal kerja, and continuously loss that affected Z Score ratio is low and has big 
opportunity accept going concern opinion. 
This research is consistent with dengan research result that has been done by Ramadhany (2004), 
Indira (2007), Sentosa and Linda (2007), Siahaan (2010) and Ningtias (2011) who found empirical evidance that 
company with financial distress significantly influence to probability of audit opinion going concern 
acceptance.Variable company’s growth which is proxied with selling growth (SALGR) in table 3shows 
regresion coeficient is  -0,002 with probability level (sig) is 0,901. Since signifcant level this variable has is 
higher than 0,05 so H0 accepted and Ha4 rejected. Therefore, can be conclude that company’s growth doesnot 
significantly influence to audit opinion going concern acceptence.This is caused by unbalance of selling growth 
with the high increasing of operational cost so that it has negative earning after taxes then will affect to the 
decreasing of retained earning amount. Although company get selling growth but it isnot guarantee that company 
donot accept going concern opinion.This research is consisten with the researches that have been done by Fanny 
and Saputra (2005), Setyarno and friends (2006), Santosa and Linda (2007), Siahaan (2010) and Juandini (2011) 
that foound evidance that companys growth is not significantly influence to audit opinion going concern. This 
research gives adding empirical evidance that positive selling growth ratio donot guarante company doesn’t 
accept audit opinion going concern. 
The result of debt default variable test in table 3 shows coeficient regresion is 1,618 with probability 
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level (sig) is 0,022. Since significant level of independent variable is lower than 0,05 so H0 rejected and Ha5 
accepted. Therefore, can be conclude that debt default significantly influence to audit opinion going concern 
acceptance.This is caused by many companies fail to fill thier liabilites debt or interest,and this is an indicator of 
going concern that mainly used by auditor in judging company’s continuity.This research is consistent with the 
previous research by Chen and Church (1992), and Ramadhany (2004), Praptitorini and Januarti (2007), Indira 
(2007), Tamba (2009), Diyanti (2010) and Siahaan (2010) shows that debt default status significantly influence 
to audit opinion going concern acceptance.This research result is also support Public Accountant Professional 
Standart section 341 (2001) paragraph 6 letter b about other clue of financial distress that cause disturbance of 
company’s going concern, namely: debt default. 
 
Conclusion and Limitation  
Based on data analysis and discussion that has been done can be conclude that  :Based on test result use logistic 
regression shows that variable audit opini previous year significantly influence to audit opinion going 
concern.Based on test result use logistic regression shows that variable audit quality doesn’t significantly 
influence to audit opinion going concern.Based on test result use logistic regression shows that variable financial 
condition significantly influence to audit opinion going concern.Based on test result use logistic regression found 
that variable company’s growth doesn’t significantly influence to audit opinion going concern.Based on test 
result use logistic regression shows that variable debt default significantly influence to audit opinion going 
concern. Population used in this research only manufactures companies listed in Indonesian Stock Exchange 
(IDX).This research uses only 3 years period of test.This research uses only five variables to know factors that 
probably influence to audit opinion going concern acceptance. 
From those limitation above, the next researches is suggested the thing below:Next researches can be 
broaden the population, threfore population used in the research is not only manufacture companies.Besides, 
next researches can be broaden by adding research period much longer.Entering addition variables such as 
investor, goverment, creditors, people in society and so on, so that the research result will be more able to predict 
publishing audit opinion going concern more accurately. 
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